
 

ICSI-Training made easy 
and stress-free
Training of new lab members on the processes and workstations is a major task for you as professional 
embryologists.

Learn more here on how to make it easier and less stressful – to get your trainees to learn faster and 
with a positive experience. Request a free product presentation and demo to compare it with your 
current solution - convince yourself.
 

Request a free product 
demo or individual quote



Easy and fast training of beginners
One of the major challenges 
for beginners is the right 
control of several joysticks 
and knobs - while con-
centrating on the results 
under the microscope. The 
intuitive „one-joystick“- con-
cept of the TransferMan 4m 
overcomes this challenge 
– a proven concept since 
decades for increased speed 
in training.

Prevent capillary breakage
One psychological barrier during training and a source of additional effort is 
capillary breakage at the dish bottom. The electronic capillary position storage 
effectively prevents this by the programmable z-axis limit function. Gain time for 
more important processes like the details of the injection procedure.

Spill-free and easy oil filling of injectors
The new oil-filling system of the CellTram 4m Oil helps to avoid spilling and 
facilitates the filling process. Learn more about the new CellTram 4m Oil.

Download List

> ICSI-procedure (Application Note 009)
> PGD – Polar body biopsy (Application Note 140)
> Trophectoderm biopsy (Application Note 351)

>  TransferMan 4m brochure
>  CellTram 4m Air and Oil brochure
>  Antivibration Pads

Find out more on:  
www.eppendorf.com/ivf

The TransferManR 4m was designed and manufactured for the purpose of intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) within the context of humanreproductive medicine. The CellTram 4m was designed 
and manufactured for injection and aspiration of cells or cellular parts in the context of ex vivo micromanipulations in combination with suitable microcapillaries in the area of human reproductive 
medicine. Therefore the TransferMan 4m and the CellTram 4m are medical products in accordance with the guideline 93/42/EWG of the European Union.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMS817XI2p0&list=PLC2C076719AE0EDC6&index=2
https://www.eppendorf.com/uploads/media/214118_02.pdf?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=qr&utm_campaign=cell_handling_hq&utm_content=unspecified&utm_term=ESHRE2020_FlyerLinks_global
https://www.eppendorf.com/uploads/media/Appl_351_GB_2018_final_01.pdf?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=qr&utm_campaign=cell_handling_hq&utm_content=unspecified&utm_term=ESHRE2020_FlyerLinks_global
https://www.eppendorf.com/uploads/media/Appl_140GB_0118_EUversionV2web_01.pdf?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=qr&utm_campaign=cell_handling_hq&utm_content=unspecified&utm_term=ESHRE2020_FlyerLinks_global
https://www.eppendorf.com/uploads/media/Appl_09GB_1113_EUversionV2web_01.pdf?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=qr&utm_campaign=cell_handling_hq&utm_content=unspecified&utm_term=ESHRE2020_FlyerLinks_global
https://www.eppendorf.com/fileadmin/Landingpages/IVF/Flyer_TransferMan-4m_Smooth-Operator_MD-EU-EFTA.pdf?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=qr&utm_campaign=cell_handling_hq&utm_content=unspecified&utm_term=ESHRE2020_FlyerLinks_global
https://www.eppendorf.com/fileadmin/Landingpages/IVF/Antivibratiopad_Salesflyer_EN_2.PDF?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=qr&utm_campaign=cell_handling_hq&utm_content=unspecified&utm_term=ESHRE2020_FlyerLinks_global



